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Executive Summary
This report explores the intersection between agile, business agility, and diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DE&I).
Throughout 2020 and early 2021, we interviewed and surveyed over 400 professionals,
coaches, and leaders. We collected their experiences and insights on how agile and DE&I
overlap, as well as the state of inclusivity and equity inside agile organizations. We also
collected their professional recommendations regarding how we can improve agile ways of
working by considering the impacts of DE&I. This report summarizes our findings.

Findings indicated:
•
•
•
•
•

•

DE&I is generally not considered a core aspect of agile ways of working, nor of agile or
business agility transformations.
Many agile processes and rituals are built to suit the majority, which excludes team
members with diverse attributes.
Many people, including agile coaches and leaders, do not understand DE&I or how it can
be used to improve business outcomes.
Instances of bias and microaggressions persist inside agile organizations.
Agile ways of working are not consciously designed to create, encourage, or support
diverse and inclusive teams. Nor are they consciously designed to consider diverse
customer needs and build inclusivity into (early) product or service design.
Diverse, empowered teams working in inclusive, equitable environments can create
products that appeal to a wider range of customers. By not acting to center DE&I in their
agile ways of working, businesses are missing unique opportunities.

This report finds that DE&I and agile share common values and principles. When these values
align within an organization, they improve working conditions and business outcomes.
However, these opportunities are being overlooked by agile teams, leaders, organizations,
and industry bodies alike.

Recommendations include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Immediate action to design and implement new agile ways of working (including
frameworks, systems, and practices) that intentionally focus on improving inclusion and
equity. This will better serve the needs of all agile customers.
Update agile training certifications to include DE&I expertise.
Require agile coaches to become proficient in inclusion and equity.
Promote accountability through appropriate measures and metrics to track agile and DE&I.
Require teams, coaches, and leaders to consider DE&I impacts in agile ways of working
during retrospectives.
Industry bodies need to update agile frameworks, knowledge resources, and certification
models to explicitly call out the intersection between agile and DE&I.
Reimagining Agility with DE&I | CC BY-SA, © 2020, Business agility Institute

1
1.1

Introduction
What the research is about

Agile is a mindset and way of working
that allows teams to leverage their
unique skills and deliver maximum value
to customers in a fast and adaptive
manner. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
(DE&I) encompasses the efforts any
institution takes towards creating a
welcoming and supportive environment
for all their employees, and customers.
These two concepts go hand in hand.
When employees feel supported and
embraced by an equitable, inclusive
workspace, they will naturally be more
able to work to their full potential and
improve business outcomes. Likewise,
any method of working which relies upon
employees bringing all their expertise
and lived experience to bear should
center inclusion and equity in its systems
and structures.
There are many ways in which the values
and principles of agility overlap with
concepts of DE&I. One of the core
principles of the agile movement is to
value individuals and their interactions
over processes and tools. This reflects
the core tenets of DE&I, which asks
organizations to examine and recognize
the individual backgrounds and
circumstances of team members. Both
agility and DE&I require organizations to
understand what people need to thrive,
and forces organizations to examine
whether their working environment is
designed to be inclusive and equitable,

rather than assuming those mechanisms
exist by default.
And yet, agile and DE&I are not often
considered symbiotic, or integrated side
by side into workplace transformations.
This report, based upon over 400
interviews and surveys, explores
instances of exclusion and inequity in
agile organizations. It discusses the
collective opinions of agile professionals,
employees, and those who have been
exposed to agile organizations regarding
the relationship between the two, and
provides recommendations for
organizations, professional bodies and
individuals wishing to improve inclusion
and equity inside their communities, and
in turn improve outcomes for their
customers.
1.1.1 Common definitions
Agile is the ability to create and respond
to change. It is a way of dealing with, and
ultimately succeeding in, an uncertain
and turbulent environment1.
Agility is the state or quality of being
agile, nimble; the power to be quick
moving and active.
Business agility is a set of organizational
capabilities, behaviours, and ways of
working that afford a business the
freedom, flexibility, and resilience to
achieve its purpose, no matter what the
future brings2.

Agile Alliance. (2021, February 09). What is agile software development? Retrieved from
https://www.agilealliance.org/agile101/
2 Business Agility Institute. (2021, March 27). What is Business Agility. Retrieved from https://businessagility.institute/faq
1
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I) is a
broad approach which includes all efforts
made by organizations to ensure they are
creating and maintaining an environment
that is welcoming and supportive for all
people.
For the purposes of this report, we will
define each individual term as follows.
Diversity is the mix of all of us. It includes
demographic differences, backgrounds,
multiple identities and unique
experiences, perspectives, knowledge,
abilities, ideas and more. It refers to all
people and differences among us.
Diversity includes aspects such as
gender, gender identity, race, ethnicity,
cultural background, nationality, sexual
orientation, socio-economic status, age,
physical and mental abilities, religion,
education, marital status, language,
personality types, life experiences,
physical appearance, working
preferences and different ways of
thinking.
Inclusion is the act of welcoming and
applying the mix created through
diversity. Inclusion is focused on
fostering the structural systems,
processes, culture, behavior, and mindset
that embrace and respect all people and
all our diversity. Inclusion exists when all
people are valued and able to participate
and contribute to their fullest.
Equity applies a structure of fairness to
the diversity mix. Equity ensures that all
people have equal access to
opportunities and fair treatment and
eliminates discriminatory practices,
systems, laws, policies, social norms,
and cultural traditions. In contrast to
equality, which applies the same

resources and support structures to all,
equity requires resources and support
structures to be tailored to the individual,
providing everyone in the diversity mix an
equality of opportunity and outcome.
Equity also encompasses a balancing of
power and correcting where inequality
exists3.

Figure 1: Interaction Institute for Social Change
Artist: Angus Maguire.

1.1.2 Why was this research undertaken?
In November 2019, Mark Green - founder
of Agile Inclusion Revolution - presented
a talk entitled A Spotlight on Diversity and
Inclusion, which discussed the issues
faced by the integration of inclusion and
equity into the agile framework. The talk
explored the misalignment between
agility and DE&I, and the resulting
inequity and exclusion unwittingly
propagated by dominant groups.
Business Agility Institute co-founder
Evan Leybourn attended the talk and
followed up with Mark, proposing further
research that would gather insights into
the unity of agility and DE&I.
A primary volunteer research team
assembled in April 2020 and spent
twelve months engaging and analyzing
hundreds of individuals and

Nielsen, T. C., &amp; Kepinski, L. (2016). Inclusion nudges guidebook: Practical techniques for changing behaviour, culture
&amp; systems to mitigate unconscious bias and create inclusive organisations. T. Nielsen &amp; L. Kepinski.
3
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organizations around the world. Insights
were gathered through surveys and
online interviews covering a multiplicity
of industries and a wide variety of
experiences.
1.1.3 Primary hypotheses and findings
At the outset of the research process, the
teams had two key hypotheses:
1. Despite the positive intent, mindset
and values of agile, agile
organizations are at risk of further
excluding marginalized staff and
customers.
2. Organizations who embed Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion directly into their
agile transformations outperform
those organizations who don’t.
It is necessary to clarify key parts of
these hypotheses.
There is the potential for agile
organizations to have developed DE&I
frameworks which improve inclusive and
equitable environments for their staff,
customers, and communities. However, it
is still possible that exclusion occurs
even in the most DE&I-focused agile
organizations, or as the direct result of
agile practices and cultures.
There is no absolute way to measure
performance between organizations
without complete access to private
business metrics. Additionally, it is
difficult to correlate cause and effect, or
determine which sets of metrics are
more or less important in terms of
gauging overall performance.
For this research, alternative methods of
comparing organizations were
determined. First, to measure
performance in terms of the perception
of respondents inside those

8

organizations: for example, asking
whether they felt situations surrounding
DE&I had improved or worsened after
agile transformations. Second, to
measure performance from a broader
societal perspective, by comparing an
organization’s performance against
common standards of what is considered
inclusive and equitable for staff, partners,
suppliers, and customers.
Results from the collated research
indicated that, as per our first hypothesis,
agile organizations are currently
(consciously or unconsciously)
perpetuating systems of exclusion and
inequity and will continue to do so unless
DE&I is explicitly encoded into their agile
culture and ways of working. As per our
second hypothesis, respondents also
believe that agile organizations with
embedded DE&I would reach higher
levels of performance, as they were more
able to leverage the skill sets of
employees, understand their diverse
customers, and remove barriers to
success.
One of the core tenets of agility is to
create a system of continuous reflection,
ideation, and improvement, and this is
equally relevant to the field of DE&I. This
report will provide organizations and
individuals with the scaffolding to help
them critically examine their own
policies, consult with diverse groups and
policymakers, and embrace new
opportunities for true inclusivity and
equity. It is the hope of the research team
that the research, insights and
recommendations gathered in this report
will serve as the foundation of future
action in the field of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion in agile workplaces and
communities.
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1.2

Research method

425

26

42

19

59

33

Participants

Countries of
Residence

Countries of
Birth

Industries

Spoken
Languages

Religions

21.9%

84.9%

6.8%

40.8%

Disability /
Different Ability

Over 35

LGBTQI+

Advanced
Understanding of
Agile/Business
Agility

Figure 2: Key research stats

Beginning in July 2020, the research
team heard from 425 individuals spread
across 26 countries, of which around fifty
percent were based either in the USA or
Australia. This is likely a result of the
demographics of the networks in which
the primary researchers operated, as well
as the higher percentages of agile
organizations in those countries.

Figure 3: Participants by geographic region

Subjects tended to have bachelor’s
degrees at a minimum, possibly because
many agile organizations seek team
members with Higher Education, and
possibly because survey targeting may
have focused on team members in highlevel roles. More than half of all
participants were bilingual. Around 50%
of participants worked in either the
Finance or Technology sectors.
Figure 4: Participants by education level
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Responses from men and women were
evenly spread. 84% of respondents
identified as straight and 7% as LGBTQI+
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
Queer/Questioning, and Intersex). This
broadly reflects social demographics but
should not be taken as evidence that
employment inside agile organizations is
already at or near gender parity. Rather, it
should be noted that people from
minority and marginalized groups may be
more motivated to take part in research
studies where they are able to express
their experiences of inequitable working
conditions, which could cause a skewing
of respondent statistics.
Of all respondents, 57% were currently
working in an agile organization. A
further 22% were working as partners to
agile organizations. This spread of
responses among agile and non-agile
organizations was essential to capture a
wider array of impressions and insights.
Of significance to this research were the
number of responses which reported
discriminatory circumstances in the
workplace. These included issues of
disenfranchisement, lack of support,
prejudicial perceptions of disabilities,
mental wellbeing concerns, personality
types, and more. This made it apparent
that many ways of working considered
suitable for most employees are actually
problematic for a proportion of the
workforce.

Figure 5: Number of languages spoken

Figure 6: Participants by industry sector

Figure 7: Participants' gender identity

Figure 8: Participants by religion
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1.2.1 Interview methodology
Due to the restrictions on travel and faceto-face contact imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic, responses were primarily
gathered both via online interview and
survey. Respondents were asked to
complete either an interview or survey
but not both, resulting in ≈120 hours of
remote interviews and 307 individual
responses to a fifteen-minute online
survey. Both surveys and interviews were
anonymous, and the questions asked in
each were slightly different to account
for the method of delivery.
The research team aimed to amplify the
voices of less dominant groups, to treat
every voice and opinion as vital, and
every lived experience as valid. As such,
the team connected with as wide a
spectrum of respondents as possible.
These included people working both
inside and in partnership with agile
organizations, people with both extensive
and minimal understanding of agile
techniques, people who were working in
both agile and non-agile roles, and
people who had previous agile
experience but were not currently
working in agile organizations. In
addition, and with their permission, a
broad investigation of ten separate
organizations was undertaken;
interviewing staff from diverse functions
to understand different perspectives on
agility and DE&I from within the same
organization.
Survey and interview questions explored
experiences of agility, diversity, equity,
and inclusion as related to working inside
or alongside agile organizations, and as
well as their impact upon the perceived
customer experience.
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It is important to acknowledge that the
agile ecosystem, as well as the larger
organizational ecosystem, does not
accurately reflect the diversity of society
as a whole. Many marginalized groups
remain under-represented across all
industries and organizations. As such,
the research team entered the process
with the understanding that the voices of
some marginalized groups would be
drowned out if the research focused on
‘majority’ answers or interpreted broad
consensus from non-marginalized
respondents as conclusive. To protect
against the dampening of marginalized
respondents, every response was
regarded as equally important, regardless
of whether those experiences ran counter
to the majority.
Finally, the research team believed that
using the gathered interview data as a
method of ranking inclusiveness or
equity within organizations would be
divisive and inaccurate. Since no
organization can be completely inclusive
or equitable, ranking one organization as
more inclusive than another would
require the valuing of one individual’s
experiences as more or less important
than another. It is only possible to state
that inclusion has improved or
deteriorated in an organization or sector
if initiatives have improved or worsened
the conditions for everyone.

1.3

Assumptions & gaps

It is important to acknowledge potential
gaps in the research.
While the research team recruited many
people who were eager to engage, either
through surveys or online interviews,
there were many more groups from
diverse demographics who did not
believe they had the necessary

Reimagining Agility with DE&I | CC BY-SA, © 2020, Business agility Institute

knowledge of agile to adequately
contribute. This may be because those
groups had been previously excluded
from agile organizations and teams.
Some potential reasons for this exclusion
are:
•

•

•

•

•

•
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A lack of appeal: agile approaches as
they are currently being implemented
may be flawed at their foundation and
failing to create inclusive and
equitable cultures and environments.
Industry factors: agile is still not
universally known and is typically
deployed in more prosperous, whitecollar, technology-focused
environments and industries. As a
result, this research is unlikely to truly
reflect the total experiences of those
who live and work outside systems of
prosperity and/or power.
A lack of opportunity: existing DE&I
approaches may be framed as
exercises primarily for people of
dominant groups to broaden their
understanding, rather than
opportunities for marginalized groups
to have their needs embraced and
actioned.
Deliberate exclusion: hostility has
been observed towards DE&I
approaches, which may lead to people
of diverse demographics feeling that
specific initiatives, and in turn their
involvement in those initiatives, is
unwelcome.
Hiring policies: agile organizations
may seek to employ people who
already have agile experience, which
as previously discussed is a way of
working more commonly deployed in
privileged, white-collar industries.
Ways of working: agile methods may
unintentionally exclude or marginalize
people from diverse demographics,

leading to fewer people from those
backgrounds remaining in agile
organizations or teams.
Additional skewing may be attributed to
the contact networks of research teams.
Some respondents were sourced through
direct contact with their employer
organizations, weighting the pool of
respondents towards those with preexisting connections to research
networks, established organizations in
developed nations, or organizations
known to the Business Agility Institute.
In addition, it is impossible to avoid some
level of bias in the analysis of responses
as the research team is staffed primarily
by professionals in both the agile and HR
industries. This is, in essence, an
industry marking its own homework.
Respondents already working inside
systems supported by the same
practices and cultures they were
critiquing may have felt reliant upon or
even indebted to those practices and
cultures, resulting in skewed responses.
In addition, agile is built upon democratic
values when it comes to discussion and
decision-making, but democracy is not
equivalent to equity. If marginalized
people in the targeted industries felt
unable to be truly heard due to their
opinions clashing with the democratic
majority, because existing systems have
conditioned them to answer in certain
ways, or because they felt uncomfortable
sharing certain truths with a stranger,
their inputs may have been missed.
It has also been noted that people from
marginalized groups, as well as people
who have experienced societal
discrimination, sometimes lower their
expectations regarding standards of
inclusion and equity in the workplace.

Reimagining Agility with DE&I | CC BY-SA, © 2020, Business agility Institute

Understandings of what should be can
clash with understandings of what is
perceived as feasible, especially in
cultural settings where Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion are still unfamiliar
concepts. As such, the gap between what
kind of action is acceptable to the
majority and what could be possible has
undoubtedly skewed responses.
Respondents in the dominant group of
their respective societies and cultures
are also less likely to see issues with
inclusion and diversity - as members of a
privileged majority, some issues raised
by marginalized respondents may be
invisible to them (or if not invisible,
acceptable). In turn, this affects the
manner in which respondents viewed the
necessity of DE&I action. For example,
some respondents reported that they
believed the first step in creating an
inclusive environment was disclosure,
essentially placing the burden of change
upon the marginalized individual. This
mindset stands in opposition to the core
concept of inclusion, which places the
responsibility of creating an inclusive
environment on the organization.
Given the breadth of questions contained
in the interview and online survey, most
respondents focused their answers on
topics they were familiar with - either
through their own experiences of
marginalization, or their own efforts to
create and maintain DE&I in the
workplace. It can thus be assumed that
some respondents would have an
inherent level of bias towards the
significance of their own
marginalizations, or the successes and
failures of their own DE&I efforts, which
may have influenced the lens through
which they interpret DE&I as a whole.
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2
2.1

Agility, Inclusion, &
Equity
Definitions

A lack of common understanding and
consensus regarding the creation of
diverse, equitable and inclusive
environments persists, both among
leaders and individuals. The two most
common are.
A misalignment on the definitions of
equity versus equality. Equity in an
organizational context refers to the
creation of an environment where the
individual and unique needs of every
team member are met, allowing all to
reach equal levels of success. Equality,
by contrast, is defined as the state of
being equal in status, rights, and
opportunities. In an organizational
context, this often describes systems
and situations where every team member
is provided with the same opportunities
and allowances, without accounting for
individual circumstances.
Little consensus on the definition of
inclusivity. Understandings of what is
and isn’t acceptable in the workplace
differ between cultures, nations, and
political climates. Respondents from
different communities might believe they
work in highly inclusive environments,
while responding through a unique
cultural lens in which the marginalization
of certain identities - for example, of
gender and gender identity, sexuality,
nationality, disability, or religion - is

socially acceptable, or even made explicit
in law.
Without a consensus on what is required
to create equity and inclusivity in the
community, it is difficult to find
consensus on what environment could be
considered truly equitable and inclusive.

2.2 The not-so-secret sauce of
agile
Both agile and business agility may be
viewed as a collection of systems and
processes that help teams and
organizations deliver better outcomes for
their customers.

Figure 9: Domains of Business Agility4

However, it is more accurate to describe
them as a mindset as well as a way of

4

Business Agility Institute. (n.d.). Domains of business agility. Retrieved May 17, 2021, from
https://businessagility.institute/domains/domains-of-business-agility-overview
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working which enables people to reach
their highest potential by creating
systems of self-organization, selfactualization, and enablement, which in
turn makes organizations more
adaptable. Regardless of the approach
taken to achieve it, people are the core of
agile.
Tools and processes synonymous with
agile - Scrums, Kanban, etc - are not
actually inherently agile. Rather, the ways
in which those tools and processes
enhance the lives, communication,
collaboration, and working conditions of
teams forms the core of agility. This
reflects the values of the agile
manifesto5, which states:
We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.

demonstrates that this is not currently
the case in practice.

2.3 Relationships between agile
and DE&I
The agile manifesto, along with other
industry models, implies a relationship
between agile and DE&I. In fact, the agile
manifesto’s first value of individuals and
interactions over processes and tools
implies that, for agile to work, DE&I must
be a core component.
Despite this, there is no explicit
connection between the two. The
implication that agile is based around
people, culture, customers, and values,
and therefore agile must find worth in
diversity, is not borne out by research
responses: the most common response
when discussing the intersection
between agile and DE&I was

Through this work we have come to value:
1. Individuals and interactions over
processes and tools
2. Working software over comprehensive
documentation
3. Customer collaboration over contract
negotiation
4. Responding to change over following a
plan
That is, while there is value in the items on
the right, we value the items on the left more.
Interaction, collaboration, and helping
every team member reach their potential,
are the not-so-secret sauce that makes
agile work. These values should overlap
and enhance the core tenets of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion. However, research
5

“I haven’t thought about it.”
This creates the potential to assume that
agile ways of working are organically
doing the job of DE&I and to overlook the
needs of others.
Flaws in the intersection between agile
and DE&I were noted by multiple
respondents. Respondents stated that,
while they believed inclusion and equity
were critical to agile outcomes, the
organizations in which they were
employed (or had previously been
employed) were underestimating the
business benefits of DE&I and not putting
enough explicit focus on achieving equity
and inclusion. Respondents also believed
agile practices could benefit the creation

Manifesto for agile software development. (n.d.). Retrieved May 17, 2021, from http://agilemanifesto.org/
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of equitable and inclusive work
environments, and that organizations
were short-changing both their DE&I
programs and their agile transformations
by not leaning into the connections
between them.
It’s possible that these connections were
missed in respondent organizations
because those in leadership positions
were also those in the majority or in
cultural positions of power. As a result,
the decision to not explicitly connect
agile and DE&I through policy may have
been made because the benefits of DE&I
- to employees, customers, and business
outcomes - had not been experienced,
understood, or believed.
Another possibility is that, in these
organizations, senior management trust
that their existing HR policies conform to
government legislation regarding equal
opportunities in the workplace. While this
legislation contributes to creating
equitable and inclusive environments, it
is not the sole, key driver in creating and
maintaining true workplace equity.
By sidelining DE&I, organizations are
focusing on agile processes and tools at
the expense of agile mindsets. By
assuming that these ways of working are
supporting DE&I well, exclusion and
inequity can continue under the radar.
This ultimately disempowers team
members, stifles innovative thinking,
impacts employee’s wellbeing, reduces
outcomes, and leads to missed business
opportunities.

16
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3

Our Knowledge &
Belief Systems

To understand how exclusion and
inequality is being perpetuated in agile
organizations, and to see the ways in
which DE&I can enhance organizations
and help them outperform their
contemporaries, it’s first necessary to
discuss why diversity is important, and
why many of our understandings about
diversity in the workplace are misplaced.

3.1

We ARE all different

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion requires
employers and employees alike to work
to understand and create a more
welcoming environment for people of all
demographics. In turn, identifying and
solving issues contributing to exclusion
and inequity requires an understanding of
differences in cultural and social norms,
local and international laws, and general
education on the needs of diverse and
marginalized people. But a lack of
understanding, coupled with varying
definitions of what DE&I entails, has led
to many instances of exclusion and
inaction.
Therefore, the first step for anyone
seeking to improve inclusive workplaces
is to admit that their knowledge is
naturally incomplete. That their
understanding of DE&I will always be a
work-in-progress and that they must
challenge themselves as much as they
challenge others. Only by understanding
these differences will it become possible
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to create a truly inclusive and equitable
agile framework.
Lived experience is the primary influence
on any person’s belief systems. Lived
experiences can be shaped by local
culture, race and ethnicity, levels and
structures of education (both formal and
informal), gender (and cultural
experiences associated with gender
identity), countries of origin as well as
countries of residence, sexuality, abilities
and disabilities, socio-economic
circumstances, employment histories
and working conditions, and so on. All
these factors contribute to differences in
interpretations of DE&I. As such, it is vital
for everyone involved in the development
of more inclusive and equitable
environments - including the research
team compiling this report - to
acknowledge that bias exists in everyone,
and barriers to understanding will always
exist between individuals.
“But there's still people who practice
racism in a very passive way. So,
they don't speak about it. You don't
hear them. But there's passive
execution of racism, gender
inequality as well… It's deeply
ingrained in the patriarchy belief and
in that whole racism thing that
people have been brought up with.
So that is still, for me, a huge
problem.”
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These barriers slow the creation of better
working environments. For example,
manifesting as resistance to change,
because innovation can serve to disrupt a
system in which the majority are thriving.
It can be just as dangerous if a person in
a position of authority believes that no
such barriers to understanding exist, and
that they understand the structures
required for true equity and inclusion
better than the marginalized people they
claim to represent. This can lead to DE&I
approaches which only service to
reinforce the status quo or are too
narrow in focus.
Due to these fundamental differences in
worldview and lived experiences, it is
unlikely that a true consensus will ever
be reached regarding the definitions of
diversity, equity, and inclusion, or the
actions required to create a truly
equitable environment.

inclusion and equity, for example, in
disputes over equitable pay. Racism
often originates outside the
workplace, as society-wide prejudices
flow through the organization, often
perpetuated by leadership teams. The
issues worsen when leadership teams
can’t align on the internal values of
their organization as well as the
organization’s response (both internal
and external) to social movements.
"It is quite difficult for me to adapt
[to agile]. I work onsite and it is
really hard for me to pray 5 times a
day because most [other] people
don’t have those needs."
•

Some specific instances of bias in the
workplace reported by respondents
include:
•

•
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Gender bias persists in many
workplaces. The technology industry
in particular is male-dominated, with
possible causes including gender bias
in hiring procedures, male tech
developers being treated as the
default when headhunting talent, and
non-male specialists leaving the
industry due to experiences of
exclusion or a lack of clear paths for
career progression.
Racism persists in many workplaces
despite legislation and social
movements. Racism in the workplace
may be overt or a ‘background hum’
of misunderstandings and
microaggressions. Other instances of
targeted racism may occur as a
backlash against efforts towards

•

•

Sexism and racism may be the most
obvious forms of workplace bias, but
other systems of injustice persist and
impact many groups of marginalized
people. These biases may be based
on gender, race, different cultures,
abilities and disabilities, people with
accessibility requirements or mental
wellbeing needs, members of
LGBTQI+ communities, single parents
and working parents, and so on. This
is not a comprehensive list, but an
indication of the variety of biases that
may already exist in the workplace.
All these injustices intersect and feed
one another. Working to eliminate one
system of oppression can alleviate
another. Likewise, allowing one
system of oppression to persist will
strengthen others.
Some biases become key aspects of
the organization’s culture - for
example, workplaces where sexism is
framed as “banter”. In these cases,
resentment may arise when DE&I
approaches infringe upon the
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established culture. Diversity
education may be seen as
unnecessary, valueless, or a
deliberate effort to jeopardize the
ethos of an organization.
“I was the first person with visible
disability in the office. They
recognized my needs. For a
successful outcome empathy is
required not sympathy."

3.2

Expanding perspectives

Discussions around DE&I are not
necessarily equitable or inclusive. Many
of the insights gained through the
research process were provided by
people who were of the majority in their
respective cultures and communities,
those most likely to already be part of the
systems of power. As such, this report is
unable to truly reflect the experiences of
those who live and work outside or on the
outskirts of systems of power, especially
those who have been excluded due to
inequity in the workplace.
It is vital to avoid developing a skewed
narrative by focusing only on the loudest
voices, or by missing the input of
marginalized people who do not work in
an environment in which they are able to
disclose their stories. Initiatives to
counter this skew include increased
access to the conversation, creating safe
environments in which conversations can
take place, and the use of new and
existing technology to provide voices to
those previously excluded from
dialogues.

Some people are unable to disclose their
stories due to a lack of anonymity, a lack
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of direct communication channels with
leadership, personal struggles with
verbal confrontation, or a lack of support
groups. Digital platforms for interorganizational communication can
provide alternatives to all the above,
allowing people to make their voices
heard. This applies equally to customer
conversations. For example, one
organization who contributed to the
research project built a Customer
Relationship Management (CRM)
platform designed to support sightimpaired customers. 25% of that
organization's sales staff are also visionimpaired, and the new system allowed for
increased communication both internally
and between sales staff and customers.
The result was net benefits for staff,
consumers, and the organization.
This emphasises how necessary it is for
diverse groups to be involved in
organizational decision making, with
maximum input from the team members
directly affected by those same
decisions and in an environment in which
disclosure is safe and encouraged.
Leadership should encourage inclusion in
agile teams based on factors beyond
levels of certification: for example,
diversity of work environments, cultural
backgrounds, experience in alternative
industries, experience with diverse
customer bases, and so on.
It is also important to step away from
notions of comfortable discussions.
Keeping conversations nonconfrontational is only of benefit to those
inside systems of power. The promotion
of dissent, the fostering of open dialogue,
and leadership-driven initiatives to
disrupt cultures of silence, are important.
By creating the conditions for respectful
(if uncomfortable) conversations, and
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promoting diversity of thought,
organizations can explore difficult topics
and gather potential solutions. This helps
create environments where employees
feel that their entire selves - including
their histories, opinions and
marginalizations - are welcome in the
workplace, as opposed to being valued
purely for their most profitable skill sets.
Finally, we must recognize that some
people are unable to contribute to these
conversations, no matter how welcoming
the environment. This may be due to
personal issues (introversion, language
processing disorders, etc.), or because of
a perceived lack of safety, perhaps based
on previous experiences. As such, it is
vital for organizations to not require
employees to contribute to
conversations.
“Our company encourages learning,
failure, and the ability to change
direction. It draws in people from all
over and we try to create a team that
has diverse backgrounds and an
inclusive mindset. So, in terms of
business outcomes, that means that
the people that are working on the
problems [can] bring their diverse
opinions."

3.3

Challenging existing beliefs

For long-term practitioners, both agile
and DE&I may become their own belief
systems: the answer to all organizational
and productivity related problems, and
the lens through which all solutions are
considered. In essence, they can become
a pair of blinkers.

reinforce barriers to diverse
demographics and continue to impact on
businesses and customers.
These beliefs include:

Belief #1: A diverse team
gets better results than a
non-diverse team.
Greater diversity does not automatically
create more collaborative and productive
teams. Differing viewpoints, operational
structures, cultural norms and so on all
create additional complexity and
complicate the operation of teams and
organizations. In truth, less diverse
teams generally perform better than
diverse ones, for a variety of reasons:
easier alignment, reduced potential for
microaggressions and tensions, etc. The
obstacles created by increased diversity
grow along with organizational scale and
distribution.
Other examples of obstacles created by
diversity include:
•

•

•

•

Cultural clashes, especially when
cultural norms do not gel with agile
values.
Difficulties in collaboration caused by
differences in process, language, and
time zones.
Differences in understanding
inclusion and how it is to be applied,
caused by team members spread
across multiple countries and
cultures.
Discomfort caused by existing biases,
prejudices, political stances, etc.

If not critically re-examined and
challenged, these beliefs may create or
20
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"We're aware that there are people
that have loud voices in the room
and quiet voices in the room, so we
try and build and design our
workshops to be quiet at times and
to allow the people that may not
have the strongest voice or not
comfortable to speak up at those
points and times, to be able to
participate and add notes.”
Despite these obstacles, diversity in
teams is both an inevitable result of
working in a global market and provides
more overall positive outcomes than the
difficulties created along the way. Put
simply, for businesses to thrive, they
must embrace and plan for diverse
teams.
However, diversity must be implemented
deliberately, alongside well-designed
policies for improving inclusivity and
equity. Teams and individuals must be
provided the tools, methods, expertise,
and professional assistance required to
truly engage with their differences and
extract the benefits of diverse skill sets,
mindsets, and lived experiences. Working
thoughtfully to enable inclusion and
equity will allow diverse teams to
leverage their unique perspectives and
out-perform non-diverse teams.

Belief #2: Agile is more
inclusive and equitable
than what came before it.
While agile is a highly effective approach
to team and organizational management,
the assumption that agile is an inherently
better system of work - and in turn, that it
is more inclusive and equitable than the
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systems that preceded it - is false. The
concept of any system of work being
universally ‘more equitable and inclusive’
is near-impossible to measure. What is
‘better?’ If the majority of people inside a
system feel their new environment is
more equitable, but a minority feel the
new structures are a change for the
worse, do the majority rule? Can any
organization claim to be inclusive if they
value one voice over another?
“People with disabilities or language
differences may feel intimidated by
agile.”
17% of respondents reported directly
witnessing exclusion and inequity inside
agile organizations. A further 26%
believed that agile itself could actively
create exclusion and inequity. As such,
the most we can say is that agile holds
the potential for improving inclusivity and
equity but must be deliberately targeted.

Belief #3: Focusing on one
or two areas of diversity
first is a good start.
Some DE&I approaches take a staggered,
piecemeal approach by first focusing on
a few key areas of diversity, and then
expanding understandings of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion outward once the
initial changes to policy have been
successfully integrated. Survey
respondents indicated that this method
was ineffective and actively harmful to
DE&I. When diversity policies focused on
specific groups, it created resentment,
exclusion and inequity among those
groups who had been left out.
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This backlash against piecemeal DE&I
underscores the fact that individuals
often consider themselves diverse and/or
marginalized across multiple
dimensions: gender, race, sexuality,
disability, education, and so on. Unless
all these dimensions are addressed,
some team members will always be
excluded.
"Our organization truly believes they
can have a role in creating equitable
space. Background never matters –
aptitude and attitude matter. They
have specific programs for women
to get back to work [after] taking a
few months to 8 years. [Normally]
it’s very hard to get back into tech."
One common pitfall that can exacerbate
discrimination is to base DE&I
approaches around the needs of
dominant subgroups. For example, in
countries where the majority population
is white, workplace programs focusing
on the needs of women in the workplace
often take their cues from the needs of
white women, while women of colour can
feel increasingly sidelined.

Belief #4: I know how to
work well with people.
Many agile systems and methods are
structured around open communication
methods which are (incorrectly)
perceived to be equitable and inclusive. It
follows that experienced agile
practitioners may feel that they already
have the skills to work productively with
diverse groups.
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“Agile is very "on the spot" and "who
can talk". People who need time to
process information before they can
provide inputs are often overlooked.
Same goes for people who may be
suffering from social engagement
issues. They are often forced to go
with the flow and end up being
overburdened or overlooked. It
impacts job satisfaction,
performance reviews and
sometimes employability.”
In truth, the research shows that many
people who assume they work well with
others have only spent time working well
with people who share their core traits race, gender, age, and so on - and
assume this collegiality is an innate
character trait rather than a result of a
homogeneous working environment.
Alternatively, some people believe they
work well with others because those
around them are hiding their discomfort.

Belief #5: We can teach
everyone to be inclusive
and equitable.
While it is possible for everyone to
improve their level of understanding
regarding diversity, equity, and inclusion,
the notion that everyone can become
completely inclusive and equitable
through time and training is false. Put
simply, the breadth and depth of
knowledge required to understand
networks of intersectional diversity are
beyond most individuals, even those who
have dedicated their careers to the study
of inclusivity and equity.
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One of the core tenets of ‘understanding’
diversity is to accept that every
individual’s experiences and needs are
unique. It follows that it is likely not
possible for any one individual to truly
and completely understand the needs of
another, let alone understand and act
upon the needs of diverse populations.
"I have worked when people are
forced to go through diversity
training and stuff that they don't see
the value in. They build up
resentment around that and they
don't want to be doing those things."
As many current DE&I approaches
depend upon this flawed premise, we
must instead look to creating a system
built upon new ways of thinking, where
inclusivity and equity are created and
upheld without relying on the knowledge
and understanding of individual team
members.

Belief #6: We are on the
right path to improving
inclusion and equity for all.
The common assumption that current
DE&I approaches are effective in the
workplace is not supported by survey
responses.
Some respondents observed that their
organizations were disingenuous when
they claimed to care about DE&I. Their
programs were considered tokenistic or
designed to appease, without any
genuine belief in the importance of
diversity and equity, or the benefits it
could bring to the organization and
customers.
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Other respondents felt that forced DE&I
programs had sparked resentment
amongst employees who felt the
programs had no value or were taking
away from productive time. These
employees were among both
marginalized and majority / dominant
groups.
"There are companies that have
been obliged to use quotas, they
also enjoy tax incentives. It's part of
their CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) or SDG (UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals).
Companies are not thinking about
using Scrum to be more respectful.
They adopt a Scrum methodology to
reduce the time to market.”
This could be caused by DE&I programs
lacking sincerity, a lack of consultation
with those diverse groups in need of
equity and inclusion initiatives, and a lack
of buy-in from leadership. Regardless of
cause, interview and survey responses
indicated that current inclusion and
equity approaches are not working as
advertised, that belief in DE&I does not
translate into action, and that this is
causing stagnation - or, in some cases, a
reversal - in inclusivity and equity in
some organizations.

Belief #7: We will adapt to
someone’s needs if they
ask.
Many organizations, teams and leaders
believe that they will rise to meet the
needs of their diverse community, so
long as they are asked.
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Individuals within those organizations
also often believe that their needs will be
met by leadership, so long as they are
willing to disclose their marginalizations.
This places the burden of change upon
the marginalized person while lifting
responsibility from the shoulders of
leadership.
Respondents indicated that not everyone
is able to disclose their needs, no matter
how safe the working environment. By
relying on disclosure as the first step in
the process, these organizations had
already erected barriers to inclusion and
equity.
"It means you can think about things
out of the box and try. I used to work
on payroll, so rather than having just
a binary way of selecting gender, we
thought about it and added
nonbinary and ‘I would prefer not to
specify’ options… So that means
that it's much more inclusive for
everyone."
When people or organizations offer
assistance only if asked, they are
unconsciously drawing a boundary of
‘reasonableness’ around themselves by
creating a standard of what is and is not
a reasonable request, based upon
preconceptions of the ‘default’ employee.
These standards may be stated outright
or implied through conversation, policy,
or previous action (or lack thereof).
Employees with diverse needs may not
feel comfortable asking for assistance,
and once they do disclose, even the most
supportive organizations will impose
limits upon what they feel is appropriate.
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This creates a barrier to attracting talent
and discourages employees from
applying for teams and organizations
that are not already proactively and
publicly working to address the needs of
diverse people such as theirs.

Belief #8: Our leaders and
product experts are making
the correct decisions to
support the needs of
diverse populations.
Strong, invested leadership is vital in the
creation of diverse, inclusive, and
equitable environments. Most
organizations rely upon these leaders
and product experts to have the
necessary knowledge and experience to
make thoughtful, sensitive, informed
decisions regarding the needs of diverse
teams, workforces, and customers.
The assumption is often made that,
because a leader has experience working
with diverse communities or DE&I
training, they will understand the needs
of those communities. Likewise, it is a
common assumption that product
owners and agile teams (who also have
likely undergone a degree of DE&I
training) have ongoing relationships with
their customers and understand their
needs.
“It can be a tension between doing
things for those communities
[Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander] but not having active
representation on staff and people
from those backgrounds.”
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However, as previously discussed,
diversity dimensions are so broad that it
isn’t possible for a single person to have
the necessary context and understanding
to make decisions of that depth. The
potential exists for a leader to consult
with a diverse mix of team members and
customers to make more considered
decisions, but the same potential for bias
remains if the communities they are
consulting are not truly diverse, or if the
consultation methods are not suitable for
the community in question.
For example, a leader may act proactively
and consult with BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color) and
LGBTQI+ members of their community
before beginning product development,
but neglect to consult with disabled or
neurodivergent team members.
Alternatively, leadership might consult
with a diverse group of team members
and customers, but not create the
necessary atmosphere of safety and
inclusion that would allow those people
to speak honestly about their concerns.
Finally, no matter how safe the
environment, if leadership waits for
diverse groups to speak about their
concerns, then they will always be one
step behind, and placing the burden of
responsibility upon marginalized groups.
Leadership must be proactive and design
equitable and inclusive ways of working
without requiring diverse groups to
expose or discuss their struggles.
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4

Customer Obsession

4.1 What can agility bring for the
customer?
The customer is the heart of an agile
organization.
The ultimate purpose of agile values and
ways of working is to deliver better, and
more relevant, products and services to
customers, quickly and efficiently. As
such, understanding the diverse needs of
customers is at the core of successful
agile organizations.
Organizations that don’t take this into
account risk dedicating resources to the
development of products and services
for only a limited subset of customers.
“Physical barriers can remain even
when accessibility may have been
considered – e.g., wheelchair users
who can’t see the exhibits at the zoo
because of the height of handrails.”
Creating a product based on a manager’s
assumption of customer needs may have
worked in times of reduced competition,
but the speed of market developments
and the overnight appearance of
competitors means that customers are
spoiled for choice and will gravitate
towards products and services that
satisfy their specific needs.
Instead, organizations can use agile ways
of working in conjunction with DE&I
practices to better engage with their
customers, understand their unique
perspectives, work with them through
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iterative development cycles to ensure
their products are truly meeting their
current and future needs, and improve
overall business outcomes as a result.
Understanding diverse customer bases
via DE&I is a vital component of this
success.

4.2 What can DE&I bring for the
customer?
Making Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion a
vital part of an organization’s operations
directly benefits the customer. A
workforce that doesn’t reflect the
diversity of their customers is at risk of
not understanding those customers.
Whereas a diverse and empowered
workforce can better communicate with
and understand their customer’s needs,
match products with demographics,
create more innovative solutions, and
increase an organization’s overall
representation in the community it
serves.
This can be enhanced by matching the
lived experiences of the product team
with those of potential customers,
helping team members find better
solutions to the problems their
customers face. A diverse workforce is
also better able to communicate and
create bonds with their customers.
A diverse workforce will have greater
investment in products and services
developed for their demographics,
resulting in better overall projects and
increased business outcomes. Diverse
teams have greater credibility among
clients and will be better positioned to
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explore new market opportunities in
diverse communities. In short, inclusion
is a fundamental aspect of creating more
successful products.
“Embracing diversity and inclusion
[is] why we are so successful and
why we've seen year-on-year net
promoter score (NPS)
improvements from customers. [It’s]
also why we've been such a
successful and profitable business.”
Many products are not suitable for
specific groups: for example, sightimpaired people may struggle to use
products with complex fonts or small
screens, as they were not consciously
designed with accessibility in mind. In
addition, a lack of diverse perspectives
may lead to homogenous approaches to
solving customer problems, or wellintentioned but flawed attempts to
impose (for example) an able-bodied
person’s understanding of disability onto
a disabled person’s lived experiences.
Common agile methods reinforce this.
The drive to quickly build and market a
product, learn from feedback, and iterate
upon that initial product, can lead to a
rushed release that is ignorant of a
diverse market’s key needs. In addition,
an iterative method will not eventually
lead to a good product for diverse
customers if their needs were not
considered and designed for in the early
stages of the product life cycle.
On the other hand, diverse teams working
in more inclusive and equitable
environments will have a better
understanding of those key needs,
allowing them to extend into new
markets, build respectful relationships
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with customers, create greater
opportunities for innovation, and reduce
groupthink.
Organizations cannot afford to ignore
these key markets; for example, 20% of
Australians identify as having one or
more disabilities. Their needs might be
overlooked if organizations do not
integrate DE&I into their fundamental
practices.

4.3 What can agility and DE&I
bring for transformation
customers?
Many organizations encounter difficulties
when trying to create equitable and
inclusive working environments. The first
question to ask in these situations is,
who are the customers of “agile” or
business agility itself? Who does an agile
approach serve: internal customers,
external customers, staff, partners, or
shareholders?
In the context of a transformation,
‘customers’ are anyone impacted by agile
ways of working.
As discussed earlier, ongoing customer
feedback and input during the
development cycle is one of the key
differentiators between effective agile
products and services and non-agile
products. This is also true of
organizational transformations.
To improve agile (or business agility)
ways of working and enable a better
working environment, they must be
developed in constant consultation with
team members, leaders, staff,
consumers, and more. Understanding
these customers (which requires
expanding consultation beyond the
immediate circle of current employees)
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and learning how agile ways of working
affect their lives, is a primary step in
becoming more effective.
Agile ways of working are sometimes
implemented in response to problems or
roadblocks inside organizations instead
of being designed in direct response to
the needs of customers, and without
customer consideration and
consultation. The consequence is
exclusion and inequity.
This does not imply exclusion or inequity
for all, but rather that exclusion is a
genuine risk if transformations or
ongoing ways of working are reactive
only to the needs of the majority, or don’t
consider the existing and aspirational
cultures of the team.
These transformations can create
additional roadblocks in an already
complex time of change and reduce
overall business outcomes. Staff grow
frustrated when a well-intentioned
transformation makes their situations
more difficult due to a lack of
consideration and consultation, leading
to inappropriate or ineffective ways of
working.
This effect is compounded when no tools
have been put in place to measure the
scope or success of the process, or when
tools measure certain success metrics
while overlooking the ways in which the
process has impacted DE&I. This lack of
alignment between what organizations,
teams and customers want, compounded
by a lack of defined internal culture and
explicit cultural transformation, turns
agile ways of working into an imposition
upon those who should benefit most.
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These missteps may be due to a
fundamental lack of understanding
regarding DE&I. Respondents repeatedly
noted that there was no consensus
regarding the standards of what was
inclusive and equitable, so it follows that
mistakes may be made when important
decisions regarding DE&I are left to
teams without the necessary skill sets or
supporting frameworks. This is
compounded when coaches without
expertise in DE&I - both knowledge and
applied experience - inadvertently coach
teams in methods of work that reinforce
systems of exclusion and inequity.
Part of the solution is to take the
expectations and burden of DE&I off the
shoulders of regular employees and
embed DE&I specialists inside
organizations to assist in the
development of inclusive and equitable
ways of working.
In addition, input should be sought from
diverse customers both inside and
outside the transformation process, and
teams should be asked to discuss and
expand their understanding of diversity.
This will assist in reducing instances of
exclusion and inequity from the
beginning and help tailor agile ways of
working for the needs of their diverse
customers.
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5
5.1

Culture
Mindset

“If you don’t have agile mindset, it
doesn’t matter how many agile
practices you employ you should not
consider yourself to be agile.”
The agile mindset is a set of attitudes,
beliefs, and habits that support working
in an agile or business agility
environment. Key to the creation of an
agile mindset are concepts like pride in
the work, collaboration, transparency,
respect, honesty, and open
communication. Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion, however, are not commonly
included as keystones in agile mindsets,
or given sufficient weight when creating
new ways of working.
Evidence suggests that some people
struggle with the shift to an agile
mindset, despite agile and business
agility being centered around the
empowerment of individuals. This may, in
some instances, be due to agile as a
brand losing credibility in business
contexts; agile is often touted as a catchall solution to organizational conflicts
caused by structure and hierarchy.
The result is that leadership are
deploying agile as a band-aid solution
without examining the root causes of
problems and asking team members to
use agile ways of working without
understanding why those methods are
effective or how those processes relate
to their current problems and mindsets.
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The result: burnout. This is compounded
by change fatigue, where leadership
implement endless quick-fix solutions
without proper knowledge or coaching.
People in these situations may find it
difficult to feel at home inside agile
systems of work, even if those systems
are functioning properly. Moving from a
strictly managed hierarchical working
model to an autonomous, spontaneous,
ideated business agility approach can be
difficult. Likewise, becoming part of an
autonomous team without shared
knowledge and experiences can be
alienating.
Even with agile coaches on hand to
assist, adapting to an agile culture and
mindset isn’t simple for many individuals.
It requires employees to unlearn
traditional ways of working drilled into
them over decades: hierarchical
decision-making, responsibility being
passed up and down chains of command,
etc.
Respondents noted that a common
cause of these issues was that people
often struggle to adapt when entering
areas or organizations that don’t
immediately fit their expectations and
beliefs. This can refer to individual
differences - cultural, mindset, ways of
working, and so on - or differences
between teams and working
communities, where methodologies and
systems of communication clash.
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5.2 Trust, Comfort, and
Psychological Safety
Trust and psychological safety are
interlinked concepts, especially as they
pertain to the workplace.
Trust refers to the confidence one person
has in another; for example, an individual
believing that a sensitive report
submitted to their direct superior will be
acted upon responsibly.
Psychological safety broadly refers to an
individual feeling that their mental and
emotional wellbeing is valued and
protected: for example, knowing that they
would not be punished or humiliated by
the collective for raising questions or
challenging authority.
While both may seem similar, trust refers
to how individuals see and relate to other
individuals, while psychological safety is
generally defined by how members of a
group are treated by others in that
collective.
Comfort, like trust and psychological
safety, is an individual feeling that’s
difficult to measure. Comfort derives
from the trust and psychological safety
provided by individuals and collectives.
People are the heart of agile, and
personal experimentation and growth is
the core of becoming a more capable
agile professional. As such, agile offers
unique opportunities regarding the
building of trust, comfort and
psychological safety that may not exist in
more traditional organizations. For
example, the Daily Stand-Up is a tool
encouraging team members to
communicate openly and honestly about
their progress, blockers, and what they
need from their teams.
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Tools like the Stand-Up help build an
environment of psychological safety and
comfort, so the team can function
effectively.
Many agile organizations also have an
approach towards new team members
that asks them to utilize the skills they
already have while developing
themselves in new areas, all to better
assist their teams and build better
products. This creates opportunities for
them to learn, grow and develop in a
supportive environment, with the
expectation that their skills will evolve
over time.
“I am the first-generation immigrant
from [Asia], a female working
mother, a single mother. It was
challenging to start my agile career,
but [the USA company] gave me an
amazing opportunity to be a Scrum
Master, a [servant] leader and also,
you know, a person. But by working
this agile way and knowing how
important it is to keep learning and
to be humble and to serve others
gave me such a great satisfaction
personally and professionally.”
However, while agile may offer
opportunities for people to use their
personal circumstances as part of their
individual strengths, not every agile
environment is equally welcoming, or is
positioned to offer every team member
trust, comfort and psychological safety.
Not every new employee will feel
comfortable disclosing their histories
and circumstances, especially if the
society outside that agile environment is
actively hostile towards their
marginalizations.
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This creates a paradox: successful agile
ways of working rely upon psychological
safety, which in turn depends upon
disclosure, which isn’t viable, inclusive, or
equitable for everyone. For a team to
work at their best under current agile
frameworks, some team members must
risk exclusion and inequity.
In short, agile is a tool that can create
equitable and inclusive conditions but is
not an automatic answer to the question
of how to create or enhance supportive
working environments. There needs to be
a system which is supportive of
disclosure but does not require
disclosure for an individual to succeed.
So, if agile is built around principles of
individuality, inclusion, empowerment,
and collaboration, why do some agile
workplaces fail to create environments of
trust, comfort and psychological safety?
Respondents indicated that many agile
organizations were lacking in key areas
crucial to making team members feel
safe and included. Some of these factors
are tied to the lack of DE&I values in the
organization's mission and operations,
while others are symptoms of larger
cultural prejudices.
For example, respondents indicated that,
in societies where certain biases are
generally accepted or even encouraged
(including racism, homophobia,
transphobia, Islamophobia, etc.) those
same biases pervade agile organizations
regardless of whether there is a
leadership team working actively to
combat them. This can occur even in
communities where laws exist to combat
those prejudices.
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Many respondents stated that, whether
overt or subtle, racism persisted inside
their organizations as a result of cultural
and legal statutes and was ingrained into
ways of thinking. These instances of
racism manifested in the form of pay
inequality, missed promotions, and
microaggressions. Respondents also
indicated that these biases could be
generational, and as such were difficult
to overcome through targeted training or
policy.
The result was that many respondents
didn’t feel a sense of trust and belonging
in the workplace, and struggled to
perform at their best, leading to poorer
outcomes for teams and products.
To begin overcoming these biases, the
pursuit of trust, comfort, and
psychological safety must be baked into
an organization’s values. Leaders must
create a psychologically safe workspace
and demonstrate a commitment to
equity. Finally, conditions must be
continually monitored for discrimination
and bias.

5.3 DE&I in culture (does it
translate to action?)
Respondents noted a gap between
organizations that walk the walk, and
those who only talk the talk. Many
organizations pay lip service to DE&I as a
core of their culture by enshrining
respect, understanding, honesty and
mutual collaboration into their values, but
don’t translate those same values into
concrete action.
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For example, respondents discussed
facing challenges when trying to
champion inclusive and diverse
programs for people of different
ethnicities, such as Indigenous and First
Nations people. While the need for such
programs is generally acknowledged, it
was often difficult to gain material
support or organizational resources for
such programs.
Agile is meant to be a culture of
inclusion, but little explicit design or
effort has gone into turning intention into
action. Situations where organizations
espouse equity and inclusion but fail to
create proactive action or follow up on
disclosures of bias are disheartening,
damaging to morale, and may lead to
team members exiting organizations in
favor of those who explicitly uphold their
values. The final result: weakened teams,
damaged reputations, and substandard
business outcomes.
"My organisation doesn’t
discriminate on any criteria (gender,
religion, caste etc.). During my
training, one person changed gender
from male to female. We interviewed
the person. She was brilliant with
her ideas. She is doing a wonderful
job in her project. I have seen 3-4
cases like this."
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6

Responsibilities

When discussing the successes and
failures of agile organizations in creating
diverse, inclusive, and equitable working
environments, it’s important to note that
there is no single agile approach. Every
agile organization or community takes
inspiration from the agile principles and
values and may use common agile tools
and processes in their day-to-day
operations, but the ways in which these
principles, values, tools and processes
are implemented is highly individual.
The same can be said of the ways in
which agile environments work to create
inclusive and equitable working
conditions. The shapes organizations
eventually take are often guided by
industry and professional bodies, agile
training organizations, leaders and
coaches, team members (both with and
without agile knowledge), and studies of
previous transformations.
These influences have the potential to
provide foundations and guidance for the
creation of inclusive and equitable agile
environments, and to drive significant
change in the field of a unified agile &
DE&I. Respondents indicated that they
wanted those influential bodies to place a
greater focus on DE&I, and to be
proactive in driving change. However,
evidence gathered from those being
excluded and treated inequitably in those
same environments suggest that current
efforts by these influential bodies have
not yet been successful.
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6.1 Industry and professional
bodies
There are two primary types of industry
bodies who assist and influence agile
organizations: agile professional bodies
(for example, the Business Agility
Institute, Scrum Alliance, and the
Program Management Institute), and
HR/DE&I bodies.
Each of these bodies help define and
promote frameworks, best practice,
research, and certifications. Each of
which is aimed at improving the working
conditions inside the industries they
serve, as well as empowering and
uplifting individuals inside those
industries. As such, these bodies can be
considered the owners or custodians of
the unique approaches they have
developed. This ownership grants them a
measure of influence in their fields and it
is important to consider the collective
power that these organizations have
when discussing agile and DE&I.
These approaches are often designed by
long-term industry professionals, who are
established and hold a measure of
power. As a result, many of these
approaches have not been explicitly
designed with diversity, equity, and
inclusion in mind, or with the input of
diverse and marginalized people. While
DE&I is often implied, it is less common
for it to be called out explicitly as a
required symbiotic component, and thus
inadequately catered for in terms of agile
values, principles, tools, and systems.
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The ultimate result: implied DE&I doesn’t
lead to action. Without a unified
movement across these industry bodies
towards enshrining inclusion and equity
within their values and working models, it
will be difficult to make inclusion and
equity a reality within agile organizations,
and thus allow agile to truly excel.

6.2

Agile organizations

It is impossible to make sweeping
generalizations about the lack of DE&I in
agile organizations, when those
organizations take so many forms, with
so many individual objectives. Most agile
organizations are purely consumers of
agile, using new ways of working in the
pursuit of better business outcomes.
Some organizations seek to help others
perform agile transformations on a large
scale, while others aim to solve very
specific problems or train individuals in
targeted ways that may not intuitively
overlap with the pursuit of DE&I.
The ‘flavor’ of agile each organization
pursues will be based around their core
objectives. So, if a decision is made to
initiate a transformation in a pilot team,
the ‘flavor’ of agile chosen – and in turn,
the industry bodies, coaches, and
certifications selected to support that
transformation – will reflect the
organization's overall mission.
When organizations who center their
culture around DE&I engage in
transformations, leadership will generally
seek coaching and support from
organizations which value equity and
inclusion. As discussed, for any model of
agile to succeed in delivering business
outcomes, it must intrinsically address
DE&I.
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A recurring trend among respondents
was that, regardless of organizational
manifestos, their employers did not place
enough emphasis on either sustainable
agility or building an environment of
equity and inclusion. As mentioned
earlier, agile transformations are
sometimes used to solve specific
problems rather than creating an overall
agile mindset. As a result, some agile
transformations and practices are not
often seen as opportunities for improving
inclusion and equity, despite those
concepts working hand in hand with
agile.
No single body bears responsibility for
this: respondents indicated that
leadership (who often don’t specifically
set out to transform their internal
culture), coaches and industry bodies
(who may not be guiding the community
towards DE&I as a specific focus) and
individuals (who do not actively
interrogate acts of exclusion and inequity
in their teams) are just not taking the
time before, during, and after agile
transformations to consider equity and
inclusion – despite it being critical in
order for business agility to reach its full
potential.
Transformations face several other
challenges. For example, teams shifting
to agile ways of working can experience
confusion when it comes to
understanding value streams and
ownership of work/accountabilities, often
because they haven’t been given a solid
understanding of why the transformation
is taking place. Respondents struggling
to understand agile transformations in
their workplaces reported a general
attitude of,
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“We’re doing it because most
organizations are doing it.”
As opposed to a transformation in
pursuit of empowerment, enablement,
improvements to flexibility, autonomy,
resilience, and so on. The same can be
said of organizations pursuing improved
DE&I.
There’s often an element of desperation
in these context-less transformations.
Organizations experiencing difficulties
may look to their successful partners
and/or competitors for answers. For
example, by copying the Spotify model
without understanding why that model is
effective for Spotify’s specific situation.
Or without being aware of that model’s
failings and understanding the process of
mistakes, experimentation and ideation
undertaken to develop it.
With no consensus as to why a
transformation is taking place, or what
benefits it will offer an organization, it is
difficult for employees to be invested in
the transition or to believe in the
promised outcomes.
"I think that inclusion and equity in
the agile way of working can bring a
lot of value. I feel that my
organization is making an effort to
incorporate it into our corporate
values. As we are starting our
journey to becoming Agile, it
becomes even more clear that
inclusion and equity should play an
instrumental role."
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Put simply, the why and what of
transformation are critical to get right,
before pursuing the “how”. Without
purpose, agile is often mistakenly
reduced to a series of tools and methods.
A shared purpose is an engine that
unifies teams, clarifies goals, and gives
context to methods. It also allows team
members to choose at the beginning of a
journey whether to sign on or not, rather
than feeling obligated to take part in a
system that doesn’t suit their goals or
ethos.
This obligation also creates resistance to
change, as observed by respondents.
When a shift to agile ways of working
takes place, it’s not unusual for older or
more experienced staff - who have
developed effective ways of working
inside a traditional structure - to feel like
the changes are targeted towards
younger staff. This may be because
mindset shifts are more difficult for staff
with longer tenures.
This contributes to the “frozen middle,”
where senior staff and middle
management - who would ideally be
enthusiastic agents of change - are not
given the necessary support to
understand or embrace it and can end up
working against positive
transformations. Additionally, coaches
and transformation leads may be
affected by ageism and focus their
attention on the employees they believe
are most capable of change.
To solve this, agile coaches must find
new ways to assist workers struggling
with drastic shifts in mindset, and to
demonstrate greater empathy and
patience with any team members
experiencing feelings of insecurity.
Organizations, teams, and leaders must
also ask why they are undergoing a
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transformation, how business agility will
help their existing systems, what longterm benefits agile can offer their teams
beyond immediate band-aid solutions,
and how business agility will enhance
organizational values. This is especially
true in the realm of diversity, equity, and
inclusion, which agile needs to be
successful.

6.3

Leaders

“Leaders and team to have empathy
and understand individual's needs.”
In the context of agile organizations,
leadership doesn’t only refer only to
upper levels of management or leaders
as traditionally labeled in the hierarchy. It
encompasses anyone in an agile
environment who provides guidance and
support to others.
To be a leader in any working
environment requires vision for what the
team and individuals can accomplish,
both personally and professionally. It
demands a higher level of understanding
regarding the individual needs of team
members, the challenges they face,
obstacles both inside and outside the
working environment, and what is
required to overcome those obstacles. It
also requires the willingness to act when
others will not, to learn what it means to
lead, and to confront systems of bias to
empower their teams and colleagues.
As such, leaders are often expected to
have a comprehensive knowledge of
agile values, principles, tools, and
processes, as well as an understanding
of how Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
affects their colleagues and customers.
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Despite this, they are often perceived as
not having a sufficient understanding of
either agile or DE&I to truly act as leaders
in their respective fields. Respondents
also report hypocritical leaders – those
who give directions and impetus but fail
to lead by example, eroding the
confidence of their teams and
undermining transformations.
It may be that these leaders have not
pursued a greater understanding of either
agile or DE&I because they fail to see the
immediate benefits for themselves, their
teams, and their organizations. Some
leaders find it more effective to learn a
little about a lot - as such, they may
simply never have the time or resources
to become experts on DE&I.
In the same way, the untapped power of a
more inclusive and equitable agile model
– which can, like all transformations, be
achieved steadily and incrementally – is
often not recognized by leaders, agile
professionals, or HR/DE&I staff alike. The
importance of DE&I to the individual may
be recognized, but not the potential
material gains to agile business
outcomes. It will remain difficult to
spread this understanding unless
industry and professional bodies
encourage and create innovation in the
intersectional space between DE&I and
agile.
Leadership adoption and understanding
of DE&I is also currently inadequate,
according to respondents. While key
leaders may have some understanding of
what is required to improve equity and
inclusivity, that understanding is not
shared equally throughout many
organizations. In addition, agreements
about the changes that need to take
place in the short and long term are
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lacking. The result of this is inaction and
ineffective leadership.
"For [our] successful transformation,
leaders [are] actively involved [so]
they know what the teams are doing.
There's a lot of transparency and
continuous communication and
involvement right from the top-level
leadership."
In the case of ineffective leadership or
the previously discussed ‘frozen middle’,
leaders must be provided with a clear
understanding of their new roles and
responsibilities, the importance and
value of the new roles, and how they
facilitate agile ways of working. Leaders
may struggle if not provided with
sufficient internal and external support
during any transition. Finally, bruised
egos may also need soothing.
These steps are crucial, as leadership is
necessary throughout agile organizations
– not necessarily to manage people, but
to support, nurture, drive attitudes and
proper messaging, foster environments
of collaboration and understanding, and
to set behavioral standards and
expectations regarding inclusivity and
equity. Leaders with this level of
responsibility must be pervasive
throughout organizations, and it is often
necessary to look beyond the ranks of
traditional management.
Perhaps the most important
responsibility of these leaders is to
manage conflicts - both in terms of
business operations and differences of
understanding. It is for this reason that
leaders must be numerous, distributed,
and both drawn from and embedded
within the teams they serve.
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However, diverse leaders can’t take these
steps alone. They must be supported
from the top, with unity of purpose and
unity of messaging. If executives are not
invested in the process of cultural
change, the leaders supporting that
change will be left rudderless.
The first and most vital step in ensuring
leaders have the support they need is to
incorporate inclusivity and equity into the
core values of an organization. Values
may not initiate change, but they provide
a foundation for senior, middle and team
leadership, and allow leaders to take
concrete steps towards translating those
values into meaningful action.

6.4

Coaches

Becoming a coach has historically been
considered an opportunity for
experienced employees in many
organizations, which comes with an
elevated level of authority, respect, and
responsibility. But seniority or experience
in a particular field doesn’t automatically
translate into coaching expertise. As
agile ways of working become more
popular, it is becoming clear that
employees and teams of all levels need
expert coaching to thrive.
For this, they need coaches who not only
understand their goals, skills, and ways
of working, but who also have experience
in human relations, teaching, equity, and
inclusion. In other words, coaches drawn
from the ranks of employees based upon
previous performance or expertise in a
specific field are often inadequate for the
needs of modern agile teams.
A good coach is an expert in people first
and foremost;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how they work,
their experiences and needs,
how their unique perspectives enable
them to reach their full potential,
what environment they require,
how they function in teams,
where their skills may take them,
what training is needed to excel,
and so on.

And yet, training and mandatory skill sets
for coaches often do not emphasize an
understanding of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion - the very study of how people
can work better together. This gap
between what a coach needs to succeed
and what they’re provided is an ongoing
cause of conflict within agile
organizations.
By contrast, coaches with DE&I
experience present organizations with
new opportunities. They can be placed
throughout teams to act as constant
mentors and guides, helping teams work
in inclusive and equitable ways from day
to day while also optimizing team and
business outcomes. This removes the
need for every team member to have a
comprehensive understanding of DE&I
and ensures that the organization's
values are being communicated clearly
and evenly throughout its teams and
divisions.

6.5

Team members

Business agility generally takes control
away from middle management in favor
of placing decision-making powers in the
hands of the people most often impacted
by them: team members. Processes, too,
are given to team members, to choose
the tools they need to get the job done.
To manage these added responsibilities,
teams must;
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•
•
•
•

•

work together smoothly,
understand each other’s feelings and
decisions,
ensure all voices are included in the
process of choosing team directions,
monitor workflows and opportunities
to make sure processes are inclusive
and equitable, and
find non-destructive ways of
managing debates, conflicts, and
democratic decisions.

They must also be aware of how their
decisions affect those outside their
teams and organizations. This includes
customers and potential future team
members, all of whom interact with agile
teams in different ways. Teams which do
not consider how they are perceived and
how their policies and behaviours affect
outsiders will lose customers and repel
diverse talent, thus missing out on future
opportunities.
Other factors impacting employees
(some of which can be solved through
better coaching, and others which may
require more systemic transformations)
are more visible to outsiders than others.
For example, when discussing inequity or
bias in the workplace, many people think
first of breaches of basic codes of
conduct, such as misogynistic and
predatory behaviour, overt discrimination
against LGBTQI+ employees, racial
microaggressions faced by BIPOC, etc.
However, there are many non-inclusive
and inequitable factors that are hidden to
all except the person being directly
impacted.
Some of these problems and incidences,
as reported by interview and survey
respondents, included:
•

The speed of work in agile
environments being difficult for new
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•

•

•

•
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employees, in particular for some
older employees, those with
disabilities, or neurodiverse people.
Common agile rituals, like the daily
stand-up, being designed for the
majority. This may exclude those who
struggle with those tools, discussion
formats, those who are unavailable at
set times (due to parenting/caring
commitments, religious
commitments, time-zone clashes,
etc.), or those who struggle because
discussion in these contexts is forced
and leadership has not created a safe
and inclusive environment for all
kinds of people.
Multiple teams working in a shared
and open space can be disruptive, in
particular for employees who struggle
with sensory processing. Open plan
workspaces can reduce productivity
and collaboration.
Rituals or decision-making
methodologies external to the
workplace – such as after-work drinks
or physically demanding teambuilding exercises – excluding
employees with complex schedules,
disabilities, those who do not drink,
those who struggle with social
engagement, those who cannot
engage due to prior conflicts,
neurodiversity, introversion, etc. This
leads to employees missing out on
key interactions, decisions, and
information, and the like.
Exclusion occurring due to first
language or communication
preferences. People who struggle
with spoken and/or written language
may have a hard time adapting to
agile ways of working due to the
increased communication
requirements demanded of agile
practices. As agile is very “on-the-

•

•

•

•

spot”, it does not make allowances for
those who need time to process
information before making inputs or
decisions. There is also
discrimination against those who are
not able to immediately speak in
stand-ups or other agile meetings,
such as introverts.
Being passed over for promotions,
coaching, personal development
opportunities and social events,
resulting in impacted morale and later
employability.
Being seen as the only person of their
demographic or marginalization,
which makes their individual
struggles difficult for others to
recognize or empathize with.
Employees’ diverse aspects are being
overlooked when it comes to
discussions regarding DE&I, in favor
of discussions targeting other, more
easily visible interpretations of
diversity (such as gender equality).
A lack of inclusivity and diversity in
teams creating groupthink, which in
turn stifles innovation. Groupthink can
encompass project directions, work
styles, office habits and more,
creating new rituals (like mandatory
overtime, or team drinks after work
hours) that create their own forms of
exclusion.

These issues and incidents, while having
a real impact upon respondents, are
often not being considered as acts of
exclusion or inequity. Accessibility for
disabled and neurodiverse employees, in
particular those with invisible disabilities,
is not brought to the forefront of
conversations regarding inclusion and
equity in the workplace, and those who
struggle often do not feel empowered to
discuss their difficulties. As a result, the
necessary changes to the working
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environment - which are often small and
simple to implement - slip beneath the
radar, and the true value of those
employees is reduced.
The larger effect of these ongoing
inequities is that employees with
disabilities, marginalizations, or other
diverse attributes and needs, will soon
feel as if their whole selves are not
wanted in the workplace. These
employees may not disclose their needs,
or discuss instances of bias or
marginalization, as a pattern has been
established in which their concerns are
not taken seriously. Transformations and
agile ways of working should enable
people to be more present and
transparent regarding themselves, their
needs, and their goals, but those same
systems can serve to push people away.
Agility implicitly asks users to examine
and combat groupthink, but as previously
discussed, the tools and systems
commonly associated with agile do not
necessarily include mechanisms for the
creation of inclusivity and equity. In fact,
many agile ways of working lack the
flexibility to account for the unique needs
of a diverse team. For example, one
research respondent shared that highly
structured, timed workflows were
difficult to navigate for someone
engaging in daily prayer.

6.6 Why do organizations
struggle with DE&I implementation
and discussions?
Only 19% of survey respondents believed
that new ways of working introduced
through agile transformations were
designed for inclusion and equity. Much
like new products and services, any new
agile way of working that does not
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consider its users while being designed,
is not likely to meet the needs of all
users, and so excludes them from the
opportunities it creates. As such, agile
working methods are almost certain to
contribute to exclusion or inequity for
some people.
Respondents believed inclusion and
equity was crucial to agile, and that their
organizations were underestimating the
benefits of DE&I when it came to agile
transformations and business outcomes.
The corollary was also true: respondents
believed that agile practices would, if
deployed thoughtfully, aid in improving
inclusion and equity in diverse
environments.
Respondents also believed that
organizations who embed this unity of
agile and DE&I into the core of their
transformation journeys will reap the
benefits of both, exceeding their
competitors.
Conscious inclusion of DE&I in agile
transformations may be hampered by the
mistaken belief that the two are already
successfully integrated. So where did
this misapprehension come from,
considering that DE&I is not a concrete
component of most agile
transformations, cultures, or methods?
One cause may be that equity and
inclusion is difficult to measure. Even
consistent measures and metrics can
only give indications of the direction in
which an organization is heading. In
organizations without any measures, it is
impossible to know what is lacking,
whether specific processes or rituals are
contributing to exclusion and inequity, or
how to improve.
The result is that the exclusive and
inequitable nature of agile processes and
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rituals can go unexamined and
unchallenged. Unless the structures and
processes behind these rituals are
examined, bad practices will continue to
propagate and diverse talent will be
pushed out.
When agile organizations do not address
these issues, they miss business
opportunities created through the
connections between agile and DE&I. As

mentioned earlier, respondents believed
that organizations purposefully
integrating inclusion and equity into their
transformations would achieve improved
outcomes compared those who did not,
even though just 21% of respondents had
seen inclusion and equity proactively
included in transformations, and only
15% of respondents had observed
inclusion and equity being considered at
every stage of an agile transformation.

Figure 10: Percentage of question respondents considering DE&I during transformations

Figure 11: Percentage of question respondents by outcomes
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Figure 12: How DE&I was integrated into transformations

52% said that they had been part of agile
transformations that did not explicitly
consider inclusion and equity as part of
their transformation, suggesting that true
intent regarding DE&I is rare when it
comes to agile organizations.
Why is it that agile professionals,
coaches, and other leads are ignoring
these opportunities, and not taking
specific action to implement equity and
inclusion into their transformations? One
cause may be that differing values
across cultures, nations, generations,
religions, experiences, etc. have resulted
in environments where various biases are
low level but consistent.
This cultural baggage may contribute to a
near-invisible ‘background radiation’ to
those in power – but constant,
oppressive, and exhausting for those
affected. In these environments, explicit
acts of racism, sexism, homophobia,
transphobia, and the like are often
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against organizational policy and will be
acted upon by leadership if reported, but
microaggressions will go unchallenged,
as they do not affect the majority in a
tangible way.
With 17% of respondents directly
witnessing exclusion or inequity as part
of an agile transformation and, based
upon the fact that many people who
experience discrimination in the
workplace are unlikely to disclose, it can
be assumed that the true number of
people experiencing or witnessing
inequity and exclusion as part of a
transformation is unacceptably high.
This gap between the vision and reality of
what a unified agile/DE&I could achieve
has several impacts upon organizations
and employees, external
coaches/consultants, and customers.
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These include:
•

•

Organizations not realizing the full
potential of agile, and as such
experiencing poorer business
outcomes in the form of missed
opportunities, reduced innovation,
dissatisfied customers, reduced
growth/profit, poor DE&I outcomes,
and impacts to their values and
reputation.
Staff and customers experiencing
discrimination, exclusion and inequity,
which leads to reduced career
opportunities, reduced performance
(both real and perceived), pay
disparities, stress and anxiety,
reduced confidence and self-worth,
alienation, and a reduced ability to
contribute.

One further issue that does ongoing harm
to the hopes of a unified agile/DE&I
framework is the treatment of employees
as resources. When employees feel
replaceable, they struggle to feel a sense
of belonging and, without support from
leadership, will not reach their full
potential. Human beings being treated as
resources is often a symptom of a lack of
transparency inside an organization; the
perception that employees do not need to
understand anything outside their
specific roles is tied to the idea that
employees only need certain inputs to
meet certain outputs.

the diverse needs of their communities.
In turn, by focusing on creating value
over the wellbeing of team members,
leaders may be rewarded for not
considering the needs of others. Put
simply, burying DE&I implicitly instead of
placing it at the heart of agile contributes
to the devaluation of diversity, and in turn
harms business outcomes.
In conclusion, better workplace
conditions can only be created if
deliberate action is taken by agile
professional bodies, organizations,
coaches, leaders, and the like, to address
exclusion and inequality in agile spaces.
This includes seeking to actively engage
diverse demographics in the workplace,
ensuring representation for marginalized
people, and creating opportunities for all
employees to engage positively with
agile transformations and training. Just
as importantly, it requires industry
professional bodies to critically examine
the rituals that form the foundations of
their processes and reflect on the ways
those rituals exclude rather than include.

While agile approaches may solve some
of these problems by identifying and
appreciating the value in every individual,
they do not explicitly center equity and
inclusion in their values and principles or
call out DE&I as a symbiotic partner. By
assuming all is well and acting as if agile
results in an inclusive and equitable ways
of working, agile organizations and
coaches are given permission to ignore
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7

Conscious &
Deliberate Action

Our research shows that, when
organizations are not intentional about
DE&I, agile transformations are less
effective, individuals are suffering
inequity and exclusion, and business
outcomes are being negatively impacted.
The question must then be asked: are we
asking too much of agile? Is agile
capable or responsible for solving
problems such as cultural baggage,
unconscious microaggressions, ways of
working not being designed for disabled
and neurodivergent people, or employees
being treated as exploitable resources?
Or is the statement “we’re expecting too
much from agile” a sign of defeatism?
One possible conclusion is that it may be
time to update agile to better suit 21st
century ways of working. But if so, how
would the values and principles of agile
be reconstructed to include Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion, and thus better
achieve its aim of uplifting individuals
and better supporting customers?
A reinvention of agile may appear
complex when viewed as a whole. In
practice, it can be achieved through
incremental and iterative steps,
beginning with taking DE&I on paper and
translating it into direct action.
So, if agile needs to be redesigned, who
takes the steering wheel, and whose
needs should be placed at the forefront
of this new, diverse, inclusive and
equitable agile model?
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The most crucial step in this proposed
evolution of agile is for management and
leadership to be intentional and explicit
regarding improving Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion in their organizations. If steps
are being taken to improve DE&I, they
must be transparent to all teams.
They must then involve diverse
populations from across the spectrum of
customers and employees, both existing
and potential, in the process of
developing new agile approaches. This
encompasses all people, from all
backgrounds, with all levels of
experience. It includes people from
cultures and countries underrepresented
in the agile space, people of marginalized
backgrounds, of all education levels,
sexualities and gender identities, people
who are minorities within their teams,
those with disabilities, and so on.
Put simply, to look for guidance only
within the current scope of people
involved in agile is to look at a subset of
people who have already experienced the
exclusion and inequity of current agile
practices. This implies a survivor bias,
where those remaining to provide input
are those who are able, for the moment,
to work despite exclusion and inequities.
Many crucial inputs are missed because
we are not able to reach the people who
did not survive, and who have
transitioned to other fields or
occupations. To overcome this, the
widest net possible must be cast.
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With the feedback of these diverse
populations taken into account, industry
frameworks must evolve to make DE&I
an explicit part of agile at the highest
levels. This begins with a re-examination
of the cornerstones of agility: the agile
Values and Principles. Only then can an
investment in DE&I can propagate
outward and spark change in many of the
common ways of working used by agile
organizations.
Professional agile bodies can then make
concrete steps towards helping people in
critical agile roles acquire skill sets and
expertise in the field of Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion. This step is already
possible, but as previously noted, it’s
difficult to encourage or enforce the
acquisition of certain skill sets,
certificates, or knowledge bases if there
isn’t an explicit requirement. Industry
bodies can support the process by
creating the requirements and then
facilitating education.

patterns wherein changes to noninclusive and inequitable systems only
create or amplify issues for people who
are already struggling.
With DE&I incorporated into the core of
agile and business agility, it will naturally
become part of the continuous
improvement process embedded in agile
ways of working. Time and effort can be
provided to gather constant feedback
regarding conditions inside the
organization for diverse demographics,
as well as areas in which inequity and
exclusion are occurring. This will enable
a continual evolution in culture, help
maintain an environment in which diverse
demographics feel safe, empowered, and
valued, and enable organizations to reach
higher outcomes thanks to more
confident, empowered, agile teams who
are able to deliver better, more relevant
products to their diverse customer
bases.

With knowledge and training comes the
opportunity to change agile ways of
working, which are the structures
supporting and enabling independent,
autonomous teams and projects. Looking
for the points at which these ways of
working contribute to exclusion and
inequity is a vital step in eliminating
harmful processes.
Redesigning ways of working implies a
change to agile tools and processes. It
has been discussed how frameworks and
methods like Scrum and ceremonies
such as daily stand-ups are not explicitly
designed with diverse needs or
backgrounds in mind. As these products
and processes evolve to fit a new
paradigm, every change must be
performed with consideration of diverse
demographics to avoid falling into
45
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8

Conclusion

8.1 We first need to acknowledge
there is a problem.

•

After surveying and interviewing over 400
individuals with experience or familiarity
with agile and business agility, evidence
was collected that pointed to systemic
exclusion and inequality throughout agile
organizations. These problems persist
(and in some instances, have worsened)
despite the fact that the agile values and
principles prioritise people over
processes.
One cause is that many agile
professionals assume that these values
have done the job of ensuring inclusion
and equity within agile transformations,
and that no further work needs to be
done. This is incorrect. The first step in
addressing exclusion and marginalization
is for agile industry bodies, coaches,
leads, and working professionals to
acknowledge that a problem exists and
that it must be addressed.

8.2

•

8.3

•

Probable key causes
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There is little to no agreement as to
absolute definitions of agility,
Diversity, Equity, or Inclusion. In
addition, there is little consensus as
to what is required to create diverse,
equitable and inclusive environments,
nor what agile’s role is in the
improvement of DE&I. This is
primarily due to differences in
established belief systems, as well as

Contributing factors

Several smaller, but no less important,
factors contribute to these systemic
issues. They include:

Some of the key causes of exclusion and
inequality within agile transformations
and organizations are:
•

a lack of industry focus that would
assist in improving outcomes.
DE&I is implied as a component of
agile, but is not discussed as
symbiotic with agile, nor framed as a
central concept in successful agile
transformations, ways of working, and
product/business outcomes. This
results in DE&I concerns slipping
under the radar, ineffective agile ways
of working, and missed opportunities
for businesses and customers
including innovation, high team
engagement, and the creation of new
markets.
The values, principles, and ways of
working of agile were not designed
with the needs of everyone in mind.

•

Agile leaders – including coaches,
trainers, team leads, HR
professionals, and agile industry
bodies - are not recognizing the
untapped business potential of a rethought, rebuilt, inclusive and
equitable agile. As such, they are not
taking the necessary steps to pursue
shifts in ways of thinking and agile
processes that would facilitate
improvements in both business and
DE&I outcomes.
The breadth and depth of knowledge
required to completely understand the
needs and concerns of diverse
demographics within the context of
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•

•

•
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an agile organization is beyond the
scope of any single person or team,
especially when that team is
assembled from members of a
majority demographic. Placing these
decisions in the hands of leaders or
teams who are unequipped for the
complexities of DE&I almost
guarantees that those people will not
know how to make their working
environment more inclusive and
equitable, and that their decisions,
while well-meaning, will cause further
exclusion and inequity.
Organizations continue to hire people
into critical roles, including leadership
and coaching roles, when they do not
have the knowledge or skills required
to maximise connections between
agile and DE&I. That is, the skills to
maximise the potential of diverse
teams and individuals. When these
people are placed in such roles, there
is a risk of their habits being passed
on as they inadvertently coach people
into practices which cause further
inequity and exclusion.
Many organizations, agile bodies, and
agile professionals are not
recognizing the links between
business agility, agile, and DE&I. A
laser focus on the areas of agility
which directly pertain to their
operations blinkers them, preventing
a wider understanding of what agile
can offer, as well as the ways in which
agile is lacking.
DE&I is not a common concern for
teams during product design and
prioritisation decisions, unless the
product in question is targeted at a
specific diverse market - in which
case, there is a risk of excluding one
demographic in favor of another.

•

•

•

Many agile workforces do not reflect
the demographics of the societies in
which they are based, or the
customers they are serving. When an
agile team does not reflect its
consumers, opportunities to
understand that demographic are
missed, and the potential for
inadvertent exclusion and inequity
arises, leading to missed revenue
opportunities.
Transformations and agile practices
are not generally seen as
opportunities to improve inclusion
and equity. The result is that no
proactive action towards DE&I is
taken during transformations, and
little thought given to the issue after
teams have settled into their new
ways of working.
The agile industry has been made
responsible for marking its own
homework, by being asked to examine
and reflect upon practices that
support those already benefiting from
the system. The democratic systems
inherent to agile elevate the voices of
the majority, which may exclude or
silence the opinions of the minority.

8.4

Final Thoughts

Agility and DE&I can support and
enhance one another when thoughtfully
integrated and has the potential to create
huge opportunities for both customers
and organizations. However, the
overwhelming response from those
interviewed was that organizations,
industry bodies, and leaders are not
pursuing those opportunities.
The paradox is that agility presents
opportunities to improve inclusion and
equity in the workplace while also
perpetuating exclusion and inequity
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thanks to a combination of culture,
practices, transformations, rituals, and
customer experiences.
We, as business agility professionals, can
make a positive, and potentially material,
difference to organizations, teams,
employees, customers, and society, by
approaching the intersection between
agile and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
with open minds and a willingness to
listen to people of diverse demographics.

If we want to create better products,
develop better outcomes for customers
and organizations, build better agile ways
of working, and improve equity and
inclusivity inside agile organizations, we
must acknowledge the shortcomings of
existing ways of working, reflect upon
our own shortcomings as agile
professionals and leaders, and be willing
to build new tools and systems of
working in the pursuit of equity,
inclusivity, and fulfilment for all.

A recurring theme throughout the
research was that the success of agility
is based largely upon the culture of an
organization. But organizational culture
is built by people, and shaped and
influenced by the myriad diverse cultures,
histories, opinions, and philosophies
brought into the workplace. Agility
thrives on those differences as everyone
brings new capabilities and problemsolving approaches to their teams.
As such, strong agile leaders should be
hungry to understand everyone inside
and outside their team. Embracing
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion practices
as a foundation inside agile
organizations and transformations
makes reaching that potential possible.
In conclusion, agility is a journey with no
fixed endpoint. The road towards
creating diverse, equitable and inclusive
environments is the same. Agility and
DE&I can be pursued, but never totally
achieved. They are a process of ongoing
learning, reflection, and improvement. A
team cannot enter a process of
improving business agility or DE&I with a
mindset towards ‘completion’, and any
model that unites agile and DE&I will
ultimately be ineffective if those taking
part are not ready to embark on an
ongoing quest for self-improvement.
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9

Recommendations

Over the course of this research, it
became clear that, while many
organizations and leaders were invested
in improving equity and inclusion in the
workplace, they did not have a
comprehensive and effective plan of
action ready to tackle ingrained exclusion
and inequity.
This report was not intended to function
as a practical guide to improve working
environments for marginalized
demographics. However, several
recommendations based on collected
research have been compiled for leaders,
teams, organizations, and individuals.
Those who wish to realise the full
potential of agile ways of working,
improve overall business outcomes, and
examine the systems that contribute to
inequity and exclusion in their
workplaces and communities.

9.1

What can everyone do?

Regardless of role, rank, or experience,
everyone needs to acknowledge that
exclusion and inequity are persistent
issues in the business community,
including in the agile community. The
result is that agile ways of working –
which rely upon being able to work well
with people of diverse demographics are not functioning as intended.
We recommend all readers take the
opportunity to reflect upon their own
ways of working, inherent biases, and
mindsets, as regards how inequity and
exclusion may have hindered or
marginalized team members and
customers, and in turn led to reduced
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business outcomes. We also recommend
all readers discuss these findings with
their teams, leaders, and customers, and
begin advocating for change inside their
own ways of working.
If DE&I is a concern in almost every
workplace, and inequity and exclusion
are propagated unconsciously by tools,
systems, and practices in almost every
team, then every team and organization
is hindering themselves, their employees,
their colleagues, and their customers by
not working to improve DE&I. This is even
more critical in people-centric agile
organizations.

What everyone can do…
1. Read our report about Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion in Agile
organizations – reflect on your
own ways of working & bias (we
all have them!)
2. Share the report with your
team - ask everyone to reflect &
consider the assumptions that
are made as a team.
3. Advocate for inclusiveness –
recognize that we all have
unique backgrounds &
experiences. Challenge
assumptions made & behaviours
that lead to exclusion of
employees or customers.
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9.2 What can industry partners
and professional associations do?
Industry partners and professional
organizations, including organizations
which facilitate agile transformations, are
the ones with the greatest power to
institute changes to agile ways of
working and begin the process of
integrating agile and DE&I into a
symbiotic model of work.
We recommend these organizations take
explicit, enthusiastic, and vocal steps to
examine their working and coaching
methods in light of these findings, and to
engage diverse demographics and DE&I
professionals to help rethink their
models to fix the gaps in inclusivity and
equity. People in coaching roles who
already have intersectional skill sets
should be sought out and supported
through further training and leadership
development. For those who already
specialize in coaching, industry bodies
should ensure they are provided with the
necessary development to become
equally knowledgeable in both agile and
DE&I.
The result of this should be an industry
model where it is considered
unacceptable for an agile coach to not be
experts in these intersectional skill sets,
and where agile coaches can see
themselves as agile, inclusion and equity
coaches.
Current agile ways of working must also
be enhanced to explicitly call out the
need for equity and inclusion, as well as
the intersection between agile and DE&I.
This requires concrete actions such as
updating the relevant skill sets of
professionals currently coaching and
training in the field, building accessible
knowledge resources, and updating
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training and certification practices and
policies with a renewed focus on DE&I.
The connection between DE&I and agile,
and the business benefits associated
with a new, unified model, must be
promoted and celebrated.
These updated ways of working must be
built around the creation of welcoming,
inclusive workplaces, where outsiders
can join the team without the need to
adjust. An outsider needing to change
their ways of working or assume the
burden of changing other people’s
existing ways of working, is a barrier and
an act of exclusion and inequity.
Likewise, asking people to either disclose
or conceal aspects of their personalities,
cultures, disabilities, etc., to better fit
existing ways of working is an act of
inequity and exclusion, and only serves to
harm team and business outcomes.
These changes will require new ways of
thinking, along with innovative
approaches to the creation and
sustainment of diverse, welcoming,
inclusive workplaces. This innovation
must be encouraged and sought out by
professional and industry bodies. It
would not take the shape of a sudden, allencompassing change, but would be an
iterative process of continuous
improvement, achievable by
organizations of all sizes, industries, and
demographics.
Professional bodies can also examine
common practices in the agile world and
take the lead in redesigning them to
better address their shortcomings. An
increased focus on DE&I in the workplace
will provide professional bodies with the
required knowledge and foundation for
redesigning best practices and building a
culture of continuous improvement in the
realm of DE&I.
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Professional bodies can also create tools
that will help leaders recognize and
understand their biases. By doing so,
they will help their client organizations
better take advantage of the intersection
between agile and DE&I.
All these evolutions must be conducted
as part of a culture of continuous
improvement within the agile and
business agility industries. In turn,
industry partners and professional
bodies can help client and partner
organizations embed continuous
improvement cultures into their own
structures, as well as their pursuit of
inclusivity and equity.
Gathering data upon the nature of
working environments, enabling
cooperation, collaboration and
transparent sharing, analyzing, iterating,
deploying new inclusive and equitable
ways of working, tools, and processes is
a process which can be instituted at
every level, from professional bodies
down to individual teams.

9.3

What can organizations do?

Organizations have the potential to
pursue new opportunities and improve
business outcomes by creating truly
equitable and inclusive work
environments. In fact, it is imperative that
agile organizations concentrate on
improving DE&I in their workplaces.
People are the beating heart of agile. If
people are not empowered by inclusive
and equitable environments, agile doesn’t
work. If agile doesn’t work, agile
organizations can’t work.
However, DE&I cannot be an accidental
byproduct of an agile transformation.
The two must be intrinsically linked,
through intention and action, or the
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organization's existing culture will clash
with a half-hearted cultural change.
Proactive steps must be taken before
and during organizational transformation
to cement the importance of DE&I in the
workplace and to ensure there are
ongoing practices, post-transformation,
to continue those improvements.
Organizations must also communicate
and demonstrate the inclusive and
equitable cultures they wish their teams
to model. This requires continual
reinforcement to overcome entrenched
cultures of bias or marginalization,
especially in cases where teams may see
the change as a temporary fad, or a move
to appease complaints.
A powerful step that would aid in this
process is by ensuring the agile
professionals they employ have updated
their skill sets and certifications to better
reflect the intersection between agile and
DE&I. Building the necessary culture and
knowledge base to recognize instances
of exclusion and inequity – or to
recognize when tools and systems are
passively contributing to the same
problem – will likely take place on the
ground, and be led by individual coaches,
trainers, and agile/DE&I experts. This
pursuit of knowledge must be
encouraged, enabled, and funded by the
organizations with whom they are
working. Making this process explicit and
vocal will normalize the process among
stakeholders and fellow organizations.
These same leaders will be the ones
building updated ways of working and
creating inclusive, welcoming
environments, so while the drive for
inclusivity and equity may begin at the
top, it must be driven by professionals
embedded in teams. Leaders who do not
have the necessary skill sets in both agile
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and DE&I pose a significant risk of
creating further exclusion and inequity,
resulting in sub-par organizational
outcomes.
Organizations not already working to
develop their coaches’ capabilities in
both agility and DE&I can commit to
employing coaches who have extensive
experience in both areas. This would be
supported by the hiring of coaches from
diverse demographics, or those who
share the diverse attributes of their
teams and customers. DE&I knowledge
and experience must be seen as a core
attribute of coaches and leaders and
agile organizations are well positioned to
make this skillset a standard requirement
of new coaches.
Organizations must examine the ways in
which they are sourcing and attracting
candidates, ensuring that they are
making every effort to recruit from
diverse pools and to eliminate bias in
hiring procedures. They must also ensure
they have already created inclusive and
equitable environments, including pay
and performance equity, development
opportunities, and the flexibility to meet
the varied needs of employees. This will
allow organizations to create workforces
that mirror their community and
customers, increase communication, and
improve relationships between
customers and teams. Ultimately
enabling these teams to create better
products.
The organizations in question must also
ensure that agile teams, as well as
transformations in progress (whether
formal agile transformations or not)
explicitly include DE&I as a success
measure. This must be tracked and
analyzed in a method visible to all with
leaders held accountable for results.
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Explicit tracking of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion within the organization will
assist organizations focus on improving
DE&I outcomes. By setting cultural goals
for inclusion and equity, organizations
can create better environments for their
diverse teams, allow those teams to
maximise their own skills and potential.
Finally, if organizations wish to create
effective agile teams, they must ensure
their ways of working systemically
consider equity and inclusion at all
stages of transformations, product
development, prioritisation, and so on. If
organizations ensure that DE&I
discussions are integrated into every
major decision and process, and are
championed by leadership of every level,
they will set new standards for the
consideration of inclusion and equity in
agile transformations and operations.
This will lead to the development of
products and services better tailored to
the needs of diverse customers, as well
as improved business outcomes.

9.4 What can visionaries,
innovators, entrepreneurs, and
researchers do?
Agile as a process and transformational
mindset is driven by the explorations of
visionaries, innovators, entrepreneurs,
and researchers. This includes people
engaged in agile organizations or as agile
professionals, and those who research
better ways of working as well as
organizational flexibility and resilience
from outside the borders of formal agile.
As a concept, agility will always be in an
evolutionary state, and these researchers
and innovators have the potential to take
great strides in a growing field, improving
organizational and customer outcomes
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across the globe. As such, it is imperative
that both organizations and professional
bodies encourage, seek, sponsor, and
create innovation in this space, by
enabling those visionaries to explore
better, more equitable and inclusive ways
of working.
The opportunities for both these
researchers and the organizations who
support and enable their work cannot be
understated. It may be that, through the
study of the intersection between agile
and DE&I, new tools and capabilities are
created that improve overall business

9.5

This research may also lead to entirely
new disciplines which reinforce or
supplant agile. Those who are willing to
step forward and lead the charge have
the potential to create new tools,
capabilities, or systems of work that will
improve outcomes for customers,
employees, organizations, and society.
We believe the time is right for
organizations and innovators to
collaborate and take bold steps forward
to become leaders in the field.

Bridging the inclusive & equitable agility divide
From

Recognition 1.
2.
3.
DE&I
beliefs

4.
5.
6.
7.

Attracting & 8.
retaining
talent
9.
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agility while also making workplaces
more equitable and inclusive.

To

We see agile & DE&I are
two separate things.
We see no systemic
problems in the agile world
with DE&I.
We assume DE&I is
improved as part of agile.

1.

We believe awareness is
the key to DE&I.
We believe we can teach
our teams to be inclusive
and equitable.
Disclosure of difference is
required to get support.
We prioritise the most
impactful and actionable
areas of diversity first.

4.

Upon hiring, our teams
adjust for any particular
needs.
We have “standard” hiring,
compensation & career
development practices.

8.

2.
3.

5.
6.
7.

9.

We recognize the symbiotic
nature of agile and DE&I.
We understand the problems and
opportunities in the agile world
with DE&I.
We know we must explicitly
incorporate DE&I as part of agile.
We believe awareness &
education forms a small part of
DE&I action.
Our teams work in an environment
inherently designed to enhance
DE&I.
Disclosure is not a requirement to
be included.
We are visibly addressing all
aspects of diversity equally.
Potential employees see our
workplace as an attractive and
inclusive environment.
We have designed our hiring,
compensation, performance,
promotion & development
practices to reduce bias and
increase diversity.
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Agile
practices

10. We engage traditional agile
coaches.
11. Our transformation to
business agility does not
explicitly include DE&I.
12. We have adopted current
“best practice” agile ways
of working.
13. Our decision making does
not require explicit
consideration of DE&I.

10. We engage inclusive & equitable
agile coaches.
11. Our transformation to business
agility is explicitly designed to
improve DE&I.
12. We have adopted agile ways of
working that are explicitly
designed for DE&I.
13. Our decision making has
embedded DE&I elements.

Customers

14. Our product development
teams represent common
industry demographics.
15. Our individual teams
determine how DE&I is
included in product design.
16. Our product owners
determine product
features.

14. Our product teams reflect as
broad a representation of our
customers as possible.
15. All our product & service design
processes include DE&I
considerations by default.
16. We actively engage a diverse set
of customers to determine
product features.
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